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SStt..  TThhoommaass  AAqquuiinnaass  oonn  PPrraayyeerr    

33::  IIss  PPrraayyeerr  aann  AAcctt  ooff  RReelliiggiioonn??   
Dear Postulants and Professed members, 

I am well aware of the drowsy interest the above title might arouse. It may seem about as enticing as ‘Does the Holy 
Ghost proceed from the Father alone, or from the Father and the Son?’ Yawn. ‘What does this have to do with me and my 
life? I say my prayers as well as I can, so let’s just leave it at that.’ 

I mentioned in a previous letter that St. Thomas gives more attention to the essence of prayer than to any other question 
in his entire multi-volume treatise on theology! If this great mind and heart thought this seemingly irrelevant question 
worth asking, we should pay attention and take the time to push the bounds of our grey matter. 

But neither St. Thomas’ question nor his answer thereto will make much sense without a primer on this word ‘religion’. 

In asking ‘Is prayer an act of religion?’, the Angelic Doctor is not using this word in the sense of 1) the Catholic Religion 
as distinguished from, say, the Muslim Religion. That is, he does not mean a system of beliefs about a god or gods, 
whereby someone says ‘I don’t follow any organized religion…in fact I’d say I’m more spiritual than religious’ (yikes!). 
Neither does he use it in the sense of 2) a particular religious Order such as the Dominicans or the Benedictines, as 
expressed by ‘To our great surprise, our daughter has decided to enter religion!’. Of course prayer will be a fundamental 
element in both of these understandings of ‘religion’. Nevertheless, St. Thomas is instead referring to ‘religion’ as 
something much more personal, a part of our own individual soul in fact: he is talking about a virtue. 

This may come as a surprise, since I would wager the virtues you think, pray and read about rarely include this one. 
Faith, Hope and Charity; the Cardinal Virtues; humility, modesty, etc. are far more likely to be those you are familiar 
with. And there is a quite understandable reason for this. 

Certain virtues like religion (and prudence) are so fundamental that we might not notice them. A bedridden girl with 
muscular dystrophy once told me that she could not believe how the rest of us could stand up, let alone run and jump 
without falling over given that only two slim pieces of bone (our ankles) connected us to the ground! I had never thought 
of how much I took my balance and coordination for granted, since I was using them all the time. 

Or take your eyes. Unless we have eye trouble or are reading a book on optics, we probably do not think much about 
these marvels of engineering genius which mediate most of what we experience. Similarly, in your wardrobe you might 
have a trusty shirt or set of shoes which have been so dependable for so long that they have fallen into the background of 
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your conscious life. The virtue of religion is similar. That is, our genuflexions, taking of holy water, signs of the cross, 
bowing at the name ‘Jesus’ and various prayers are (I hope!) so frequent that we may not realize that they spring from a 
very specific virtue: Religion. 

The word ‘religion’, according to St. Thomas, comes either from the Latin verb a) religare (re-li-gaah-rey) meaning ‘to 
bind back’ or b) religere (re-lidge-e-rey), ‘to choose again’ (On either reading, be it the virtue which helps a) bind us 
back to the God our sins had detached us from or b) choose again the God we rejected by sin, both are apt). 

The virtue of Religion is a branch extending from the Cardinal virtue of justice. And what does justice do? It gives people 
their due, what is owed to them. And depending upon whom it is we are giving what is due, there are different sub-
virtues or branches of justice. For example, the virtue of piety gives to parents and country their due, and the virtue of 
truthfulness gives the person we talk to his due. Well, who is owed the very most by every one of us? Almighty God, of 
course. Religion, then, is the noblest sub-virtue of Justice which seeks to give to God what is due to Him, namely 
reverence, honour and our entire self. And prayer is one of the chief acts of the virtue of religion, which latter resides in 
our will. 

Now please recall that prayer, by contrast, is not something arising chiefly from our will but our intellect or mind 
(Remember that prayer is more a ‘head-thing’ than a ‘heart-thing’). This distinction is important for what follows. 

If religion is in our will, but prayer comes from our intellect, there seems to be a problem. How could the most 
fundamental part of our religious duties, prayer, not have the same origin as the very virtue which activates all our 
religious duties? To use an analogy, how could hammering a nail, a fundamental act of a carpenter, not come from the 
carpenter? Or how could the Sistine Chapel, among the chiefs achievements of Michelangelo, not come from him? 

How does St. Thomas untangle this? As usual, with childlike simplicity. Our will, he says, is indeed not where prayer 
primarily comes from, but rather from our intellect. Nevertheless, our intellect, which is only a recognizing or ‘seeing’ 
power without any driving force of its own, can only raise itself to God if our will moves it to do so. To use an example, if 
our intellect were our bodily eyes, even the best eyes would be useless unless our will chooses to open our eyelids. The 
hammer of the carpenter and the paintbrush of Michelangelo are useless unless these men voluntarily choose to take up 
their instrument and produce something sublime. 

To sum up, then. Prayer is indeed an act of the virtue of religion, one of the very highest and first of its functions. Like all 
acts dictated by this virtue, through prayer our soul gives reverence to God specifically by subjecting itself to Him and 
admitting its desperate need of His almighty assistance. Nevertheless, to get prayer going and activated, our will (using 
the engine of religion) reaches up to the only power both higher than and closer to itself, our intellect, to propel the 
latter into prayer. Our prayer is the Sistine Chapel, the paintbrush is our mind used to produce it and Michelangelo is the 
virtue of religion. 

All of which should lead us to ask ourselves, (besides, ‘Um, I’d better read all that again’) ‘Where does my prayer 
habitually arise from?’ Is it from the reverent submission of religion in my will as it should be? Or is it from my intellect 
alone, speculating about God but without ever really engaging with Him as a Person? Or are my prayers inspired by 
selfishness as dictated by my lower passions? Or does it come from mere routine without any direction from within me 
at all? 

In these truly troubling times when genuine prayer is more needful than ever, let us ask for the grace that our prayer 
always come from the right place: a reverent and religious heart ever ready and willing to direct our intellect to the 
heavens. 

In the Sacred Heart of Jesus, through the Immaculate Heart of Mary, 

Fr Jordie Stephens  

Spiritual Director of the Third Order of SSPX for Australia 

                                                                   


